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Endotracheal hamartomas are rarely encountered in children. The symptoms of

endotracheal hamartoma may include cough, dyspnea, hemoptysis, chest pain, purulent

sputum, and fever. The non-specific symptoms often result in a delayed diagnosis.

Among the various treatments of this rare disease, surgical resection seems to be the

most widely used, while endoscopic treatment is rarely described. Herein, we describe

the case of a 9-year-old boy with an endotracheal hamartoma that was successfully

excised by electrosurgical snaring via fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FB). The resection of

select benign endotracheal tumors in children can be conducted using electrocautery,

which can be regarded as an alternative therapy to bronchotomy.
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INTRODUCTION

Benign lung tumors represent<1% of all lung tumors; among these, hamartomas have an incidence
of 0.025–0.32% in the adult population (1). Although still an uncommon occurrence, hamartoma
is the most common type of benign pulmonary tumor, accounting for an estimated 77% of benign
lung nodules and 8% of solitary lung lesions (2, 3). Most hamartomas occur in the peripheral
parenchyma, but have in rare cases been present in the trachea or bronchi. A previous study
reported that the hamartoma was in an endobronchial location in only 1.4% of 215 patients
with hamartomas (4). Although hamartomas may be found at any age, the age at presentation
is mostly between 40 and 60 years; primary pulmonary, tracheal, or bronchial hamartomas are
significantly rarer in the pediatric population (2, 5). The most frequent clinical symptoms of
tracheal or endobronchial hamartomas are fever, cough, hemoptysis, purulent sputum, dyspnea,
and pain due to tracheal or bronchial obstruction. Tracheal or endobronchial hamartomas are
traditionally treated by thoracotomy with bronchotomy or lung resection. At present, the first-
line widely recommended approach in adults is endoscopic treatment; however, similar treatments
have rarely been reported in children (6).We herein describe a case in which electrosurgical snaring
via fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FB) was applied to successfully resect a rare tracheal hamartoma in a
young boy, avoiding the need for bronchotomy.
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CASE PRESENTATION

A 9-year-old boy was referred to our hospital with a 20-day
history of cough, stridor, and shortness of breath. He had showed
a poor clinical response to conventional therapy with antibiotics
and systemic steroids at a local hospital. He was previously
healthy with no relevant family history. A computed tomography
(CT) scan performed at a local hospital revealed a homogeneous
mass obstructing the trachea. During preparation for rigid
bronchoscopy (RB) at the local hospital, he was found to be
intolerant to general anesthesia and his dyspnea exacerbated. He
was transferred to our hospital immediately. On admission to our
hospital, the patient appeared dyspneic and had a characteristic
biphasic stridor, with a percutaneous oxygen saturation of 93%
under mask oxygen inhalation, body temperature of 37.7◦C,
pulse rate of 162 beats/min, respiration rate of 34 breaths/min,
and blood pressure of 127/74 mmHg.

On day 2, contrast-enhanced multidetector CT revealed a
mass lesion with a fat density that was nearly totally obstructing
the tracheal lumen (Figure 1). The multidisciplinary consensus
was to proceed with bronchoscopy to obtain a definitive
diagnosis to guide management and determine the prognosis.
After being fully informed about the surgical options and
possible complications related to different surgical modalities,
the patient’s parents elected to have the mass removed
by an electrocautery snare with FB. A rigid bronchoscope
(Karl Storz, Germany), argon plasma coagulation (APC)
(ERBE VIO200D+APC2), cryotherapy (ERBOKRYO CA), and
Holmium: YAG laser (Dahua DHL-1, China) were available if
necessary. The parents also agreed that if the treatment failed,
surgical resection would be carried out immediately. Written
informed consent for the interventional procedures was obtained
from the patient’s parents.

The mass resection was performed on day 3. Pulmonologists,
otolaryngologists, thoracic surgeons, anesthesiologists, and
pediatric intensive care unit doctors were all in the operating
room to ensure the success of the treatment and the safety of

FIGURE 1 | Preoperative chest computed tomography reveals an

endotracheal tumor nearly totally obstructing the tracheal lumen.

the patient. General anesthesia was induced with 8% sevoflurane.
After the intravenous administration of 2mg of midazolam,
a laryngeal mask airway (LMA) was inserted to maintain
an open airway. Intraoperatively, anesthesia was maintained
with 3% sevoflurane. Based on the depth of anesthesia, 10mg
of pentazocine and 50mg of propofol were intravenously
administered intraoperatively. A swivel adapter was used to
connect the proximal end of the laryngeal mask to the T-
piece anesthesia system. A flexible fiberoptic bronchoscope
(Olympus 260; external diameter: 4.9mm, working channel:
2mm) operated by an experienced pulmonologist was inserted
via the swivel adapter. A large mass covered by smooth
mucosa with a stalk was obstructing approximately 85% of
the trachea in the mid-tracheal region (Figure 2A). A flexible
1.9-mm electrocautery snare (Olympus CD-6C-1) was then
introduced through the working channel of the bronchoscope.
After placing the loop of the snare around the base of
the mass (Figure 2B), the electrocautery snare was used in
blend mode at 30W to cut and coagulate the base of the
mass (Figure 2C). The mass was resected without evidence
of bleeding or perforation (Figure 2D). The inspired oxygen
concentration was maintained at 25% to avoid potential
combustion during the interventional procedure. Due to the
broad base of the mass, part of the remaining tissue at the
root was removed with biopsy forceps to reduce the amount of
residual tissue. Postoperatively, the patient recovered completely
and was discharged home on day 8. The pathologic examination
suggested that themass was a tracheal hamartoma predominantly
constituted of mature fat cells (Figure 3). The patient’s condition
remained stable for 1 year following the interventional therapy.
The patient returned to the hospital for repeat chest CT
examination and bronchoscopy at 1 year postoperatively
(Figure 4). There was a slight protrusion at the position of the
incision (Figure 2E).

FIGURE 2 | (A) Fiberoptic bronchoscopy image of the large mass covered by

smooth mucosa in the mid-tracheal region. (B) Placing the loop of the snare

around the base of the mass. (C) The process of mass removal by

electrocautery snare. (D) Most of the mass is removed by electrosurgical

snaring under bronchoscopy. (E) Photograph showing a slight protrusion at

the position of the incision at 1 year post-operatively.
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FIGURE 3 | The tumor was a hamartoma largely comprising mature fat cells.

FIGURE 4 | Chest computed tomography at 1 year postoperatively shows

that the anterior wall of the trachea has collapsed slightly.

DISCUSSION

Primary endobronchial and endotracheal tumors are
uncommon in childhood. Of these, benign tumors consist
of inflammatory pseudotumors (plasma cell granulomas),
papillomas, hamartomas, mucus gland tumors, leiomyomas, and
hemangiomas (7). Malignant tumors include mucoepidermoid
carcinomas, carcinoids, adenoid cystic carcinomas, and bronchial
adenomas (an obvious misnomer). The most common benign
primary pulmonary tumors in children are inflammatory
pseudotumors, followed by hamartomas (7).

Hamartomas in the lung are slow and abnormal growing
neoplasms that are defined as a tumor-like malformation in
which there is abnormal mixing of the normal components of the
organ. In other words, a pulmonary hamartoma is a rare benign
tumor that originates from the bronchial primitive mesenchymal
tissue and can differentiate into various mature mesenchymal
components (8). The histogenesis of hamartoma remains
unclear. However, there are four etiologic theories: neoplasia,
hyperplasia of a normal structure, congenital malformation,
and response to inflammation. Both intraparenchymal and
endobronchial hamartomas generally contain cartilage, bone, fat,
andmuscle tissue. Endobronchial hamartomas tend to havemore
fat than intraparenchymal hamartomas, which may be attributed

to the relative abundance of fat in the tracheal walls as opposed
to the lung parenchyma (9). This may partially explain why the
mass in our patient was composed mainly of fatty tissue.

Patients with endotracheal hamartomas are generally
asymptomatic, at least in the preocclusive early phase. The
presenting symptoms including cough, dyspnea, hemoptysis,
chest pain, purulent sputum, and fever are induced by
tracheobronchial obstruction and can lead to recurrent
pneumonia (10). As the clinical symptoms are not specific and
depend on the size and localization of the tumor, endotracheal
hamartomas are often misdiagnosed as more benign conditions,
delaying definitive treatment (6, 11). Clinically, the differential
diagnoses include aspirated foreign bodies, ectopic thyroid tissue,
mucosal webs, cysts, as well as malignancies, including lipoma
and lymphoma. With the popularization of CT and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), it is often possible to determine a
diagnosis or narrow the differential diagnosis list. Computed
tomography (CT) is sensitive in diagnosing fat collections or
calcifications. Fortunately, the hamartoma in our case mainly
contained fat. In addition, the present patient was in a sitting
breathing state because of airway obstruction caused by the
hamartoma before surgery and could not tolerate lying flat for
a long time for MRI examination. For these two reasons, we
did not perform MRI. However, some hamartomas containing
neither fat nor calcification are difficult to differentiate from
malignant tumors. Magnetic resonance imaging is an excellent
diagnostic tool for the evaluation of soft tissue tumors and has
great diagnostic value for detecting the typical cleft-like structure
in a pulmonary lesion when neither fat nor calcification is
present on CT (12). Therefore, MRI may serve as an adjuvant
or alternative diagnostic method to CT for thoracic lesions.
However, the definitive diagnosis of hamartoma depends on the
histological examination.

Surgical removal of the tumor in older patients should be
done only when the tumor is symptomatic or if malignant
transformation is suspected. In contrast to adults, peripheral and
central hamartomas in children can cause marked symptoms
and require prompt surgical removal. The traditional treatment
is pneumonectomy or thoracotomy combined with bronchial
resection in children (13). However, the first-line widely
recommended therapy in adults is endoscopic treatment
due to the benign nature of this disease with extremely rare
malignant transformation and low recurrence rate (14). Our
pediatric patient underwent successful airway recanalization
via a flexible bronchoscope. However, due to the low incidence
of this condition, experience with the endotracheal resection
of hamartomas is relatively limited and there is no standard
management for endotracheal hamartoma. Interventional
bronchoscopic techniques utilized to manage airway lesions
include electrosurgical snaring, APC, cryotherapy, and laser
ablation. In the present case, the use of snare electrocautery
minimized the bleeding risk by simultaneously cauterizing the
base of the tumor during resection. Additionally, considering the
unknown nature of the lesion at the time of presentation, we did
not perform cryotherapy and APC to achieve hemostasis and
destroy the residual tissue immediately after electrocautery. The
bronchoscopic treatment options are dependent on the location
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and characteristics of the airway lesion, physician’s preference,
expertise, and device availability (6).

Rigid bronchoscopy is probably the best conduit for managing
endotracheal lesions, although bronchoscopy via a LMA is a
viable option. However, it is important to note that the parents
of pediatric patients tend to choose FB. Because the patient could
not tolerate anesthesia at the local hospital, he was unable to
undergo RB there. Therefore, we chose to use bronchoscopy
via a LMA rather than RB. The advantage of LMA general
anesthesia is that it enables control of the patient’s breathing
and provides a large space for endoscopic operation. If it had
been difficult to remove the tumor under FB, we would have
attempted mechanical debulking under RB. If the patient had not
been able to tolerate laryngeal mask anesthesia, we would have
attempted to resect the mass via FB under tracheal intubation
anesthesia. If we had been unable to remove the mass via
FB under tracheal intubation anesthesia, the thoracic surgeon
would have performed an open thoracotomy. The extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation team was ready to provide emergency
treatment if the vital signs became unstable. The management
of pulmonary hamartoma might be highly center- and patient-
dependent. There is no gold standard due to the rare nature
of the lesion and lack of uniformity in expertise among
centers in managing such cases. Therefore, a large prospective
clinical trial is needed.

The electrocautery snare has the ability to sever a large
mass quickly with concomitant hemostasis. The advantages of
electrosurgery via FB are the provision of larger tissue specimens
for more accurate histological diagnosis, recanalization of the
involved airway, better assessment of the tumor base, more
accurate surgical planning, stabilization of the patient to enable
them to undergo surgery in a better general condition, and
minimization of the bleeding risk by simultaneous cauterization
of the base of the tumor during resection. Despite the partial
residual tissue (Figure 2D), our patient’s symptoms were relieved
immediately after electrocautery, indicating that electrosurgical
snaring is a potentially useful method with which to manage
endotracheal hamartoma. Once the emergency situation was
handled, the next step was to evaluate the need for further
management depending on the histopathology. Although we
advised further bronchoscopic debulking (e.g., cryotherapy
and APC) of the residual mass (Figure 2D) based on the
histopathologic result, the parents chose serial clinic visits,
imaging, and airway inspections rather than bronchoscopic
debulking. The patient remained recurrence- and symptom-
free and the airway remained patent following bronchoscopic
surveillance at the 1-year follow-up (Figures 2E, 4); this indicates
that the outcome of electrosurgical snaring via FB for tracheal
hamartoma appears to be satisfactory, although the long-term
survival remains to be assessed. Hence, our experience suggests
that bronchoscopic treatment can be considered as a bridging
therapy to definitive treatment.

As hamartoma is a benign neoplasm, endoscopic treatment
is now widely recommended as the first-line approach.
Theoretically, hamartoma can be managed endoscopically in
all age groups. However, the diameter of the electrosurgical
snare and the working channel of the flexible bronchoscope

limit the wide application of this technique. The diameter of
the flexible electrocautery snare is 1.9mm, which can pass
through the working channel of the flexible bronchoscope BF-
P260 (external diameter: 4.0mm, working channel: 2.0mm).
As the smallest flexible bronchoscope with a 2.0-mm working
channel, our experience suggests that the Olympus P260 can
be used in children older than 2 years. Thus, electrosurgical
snaring might be useful for endoscopically managing tumors in
children≥2 years.

The common complications of electrosurgical snaring include
bleeding, perforation, and endotracheal burns (15). The main
reason for bleeding during electrocautery snaring is that the
snare shrinks too fast when cutting the tumor, which makes the
electrical cut a simple mechanical cut, leading to tumor tearing
and bleeding. The optimal strategy to prevent bleeding is to
cut the mass slowly, so that there is enough time to cauterize
the basal tissue while cutting the mass, and the basal tissue
is coagulated and denatured. The main reason for airway wall
perforation is that the direction of electric cutting deviates from
the direction of the bronchus during the treatment process.
Therefore, a good visual field should be maintained to avoid
the cutting angle deviating from the direction of the bronchus.
Using APC cauterization or cryotherapy at the mass root can
reduce the risk of tumor recurrence. In the present case, we
did not perform mass root interventional therapy because the
airway obstruction was relieved after mass resection via the
electrocautery snare, and the pathological diagnosis was not clear
at that time. Although a small part of the tumor remained after
resection, the patient had no symptoms, and the parents were not
willing to consent to further thoracotomy. If the tumor continues
to grow, thoracotomy is the best option.

Although interventional bronchoscopy is a mature technique
in adults, it is seldomused in children. However, our case suggests
that under careful preparation, interventional bronchoscopy can
be safe and beneficial in pediatric patients.

CONCLUSION

Endotracheal hamartoma is a rare benign tumor, and
bronchoscopic therapy is recommended as the first-line
treatment, although surgical resection may be necessary under
certain conditions. Clinicians should consider the presence of
tracheal lesions such as hamartomas in pediatric patients who
obtain no significant improvement of respiratory symptoms after
conventional treatment.
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